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The seventh edition of the Brand Icons
Awards presented by The Times Group
were held at Taj Vivanta in

Thiruvananthapuram, India on Friday. The
awards recognizes key icons and organiza-
tions that achieve outstanding results and
that set them apart as leaders in their own
spheres. TM Thomas Isaac, Minister of
Finance, Government of Kerala graced the
occasion as the guest of honor and present-
ed the Brand Icon Awards.

In recognition of his contribution
towards the growth of business across vari-
ous sectors around the world, Adeeb
Ahamed, Director, Lulu Exchange was hon-
ored with Global Businessman award.
Adeeb is a multifaceted professional who
also spearheads several other organizations
including Twenty14 Holdings and Tablez

Food Company. 
After successfully establishing LuLu

Financial Group as a reputed global foreign
exchange and money remittance enterprise
with more than 130 branches across the
globe within 7 years, Adeeb went on to set-
up Twenty14 Holdings, a hospitality invest-
ment firm which owns prestigious proper-
ties around the world including the Great
Scotland Yard in London, Steigenberger
Hotel Business Bay in Dubai and Fairfield by
Marriott in Kochi, among others.

“It is indeed a great honor to be recog-
nized among the top icons in the field of
business. The award will help me reaffirm
my commitment towards setting up new
benchmarks in the sectors I am involved
with. I would also like to congratulate my
fellow awardees who have carved a niche of

their own in their fields of expertise,” said
Adeeb Ahamed after receiving the award.

He further added, “This is a truly wonder-
ful initiative to recognize such enterprising
people, and this will go a long way in inspir-
ing the youth to take up business opportu-
nities. I would like to thank the Times Group
for this recognition and dedicate it to all my
associates at my organization.”

Many other noted luminaries were also
honored during the ceremony, including
Firoz Meeran, Managing Director, Eastern
Condiments Pvt Ltd, B Govindan, Chairman,
Bhima Jewellers, Professor N I Abraham,
Managing Director, NFC Finance and T S
Pattabhiraman, Chairman and Managing
Director, Kalyan Silks, among others. Adeeb Ahamed, Director, Lulu Exchange receiving the Global Businessman award from TM

Thomas Isaac, Minister of Finance, Government of Kerala during the Branch Icons 2016
event at Taj Vivanta in Thiruvananthpuram, India.

Lulu Exchange Director
honored with Global Businessman

award at Brand Icons

The first sip of coffee in the morning
is a blissful moment of sheer pleas-
ure. Inviting coffee lovers around

the world to savor this moment for
longer, the coffee experts at Nespresso
have created a new permanent addition
to their range - introducing Envivo
Lungo. An intense Lungo to enliven the
senses and help start the day right. 

New Envivo Lungo (intensity 9 on the
scale from 1 - 12) is the most intense of
the Nespresso Lungo range with a
sumptuous and unique flavor. This dark
roasted coffee is a blend of distinctive
Arabica from India with a Robusta from
Mexico, with roasted notes and rich
scents reminiscent of aromatic woods
and gingerbread. 

Alexis Rodriguez, Head of Coffee
Development at Nespresso commented,
“We carefully crafted Envivo Lungo with
a high proportion of Robusta coffee
beans to produce a strong, full bodied
coffee. We specifically use washed
Robusta which gives a more refined
taste to deliver a final product that is
intense but without any harshness on
the palate.”

The Nespresso intensity scale has
been created to help consumers differen-
tiate between their favourite Grands
Crus. The intensity is defined by looking
at three aspects - an evaluation of the
roasted notes, the bitterness and the
body. Envivo Lungo is ranked towards
the top of this scale at intensity level 9
meaning that those who enjoy a long,
intense cup of coffee in the morning now
have the perfect option that offers deli-
cious caramelised notes. When creating
the new Grand Cru, the Nespresso coffee
experts were inspired by the traditional
morning coffee that many consumers
savour with milk in a longer serving size
so Envivo Lungo also marries perfectly
with milk, maintaining its distinctive
intense flavour for a deliciously rich and
full-bodied start to the day.

Envivo Lungo joins the range of five
existing Nespresso Lungos, all designed
to be enjoyed at a 110ml serving size:

* Fortissio Lungo - Intensity 8 - Rich
and full-bodied

• Linzio Lungo - Intensity 4 - Round
and smooth

• Vivalto Lungo - Intensity 4 - Complex
and balanced 

• Bukeela ka Ethiopia - Intensity 3 -
Floral and wild (Pure Origin) 

• Vivalto Lungo Decaffeinato -
Intensity 4 - Complex and balanced
(Decaffeinato) 

Envivo Lungo flavor profile
Envivo Lungo is a long cup that stimu-

lates the senses through its intense and
generous character, high intensity and
high body. Delight your senses with aro-
matic dry wood, gingerbread and
caramelised notes followed by an intense
and pleasant after taste. 
Intensity: 9

Serving size: Lungo (110ml)
Envivo Lungo will be particularly

appealing to the intense espresso lovers
that are searching for an intense long
cup. Those who prefer coffee with milk
can also delight as Envivo Lungo is
equally delicious with milk, becoming
rounder in flavor and maintaining its
intense character. 

Savoured as a Lungo Macchiato, with
a touch of milk froth, Envivo Lungo
becomes rounder while keeping its
intense character. Enjoyed as a Latte
Macchiato, combined with the smooth-
ness of milk froth, the Envivo Lungo
Grand Cru expresses softened woody
notes while developing round, indulgent
and buttery aromatics. 

Envivo Lungo is a permanent addition
to the Nespresso range which now con-
sists of 24 Grands Crus. It is available at
Nespresso boutiques worldwide, as well
as through orders from the Nespresso
Customer Care Centres and online at
www.nespresso.com. 

Enliven your mornings
with new Envivo

Lungo from Nespresso

The Indian Embassy has noticed that there
has been a spurt in the number of Indian
nationals arrested in Kuwait allegedly for

bringing drugs/narcotics substances inside
Kuwait. Also, there has been an increase in the
number of Indian nationals arrested in Kuwait in
drug related cases. About 65 percent of total
Indian inmates in Central Jail are due to drug
related offences. Furthermore, about 40 percent

Indians under arrest in Public jail are due to
drug-related charges.

It is reiterated that penalties for possession,
use and trafficking of drugs, even a small
amount in Kuwait, could result in arrest and
imprisonment. The convicted offenders could
even be given capital punishment or life impris-
onment by the local Courts. Moreover, in drug-
related cases, Indian Embassy cannot extend

any legal/ financial assistance to those arrested.
All concerned have to defend themselves in
local courts by hiring lawyers at their cost. The
release of accused or convicted person depends
upon the verdict of the Court. The Embassy
advises once again to all Indian community
members in Kuwait to abide by the laws of the
land and not to involve themselves in any drug-
related activities.

Advisory regarding narcotics/drugs
for Indian Community in Kuwait

Kuwait University Rector Dr Hussein Al-Ansari met recently with a team from the United Nations led by Zineb Benjelloun Kuwait’s UN Resident
Coordinator and UNDP Resident Representative. The two sides discussed matters of mutual interest and ways to implement joint projects in the
future.

There has been an increase in Indian
nationals seeking assistance of Embassy
for their immediate return to India. Many

Indian nationals continue to languish in vari-
ous police stations, Detention Cell and
Deportation Centre awaiting their repatriation
to India. Also, there are distressed persons in
Male and Female Shelters seeking early repa-
triation. Some of them in the Shelters are
unfortunately waiting for 3-6 months and
beyond for return to India.

The Embassy would like to clarify the fol-
lowing in this regard:

I. Distressed workers in the shelters (male
and female)

(i) As per local regulations, the repatriation
of distressed domestic worker can take place
under three circumstances; (i) the sponsor
handing over the passport with valid resi-
dence visa. (in such case, the worker can
return to India after booking of air-passage);
(ii) sponsor filing an absconding case against
the domestic workers thereby nullifying the

residence status of the worker (in such case,
the repatriation process/formalities may take
2-3 months after lodging of absconding case);
(iii) and lastly, on the expiry of residence visa
of the worker (repatriation process/formalities
may take 2-3 months after expiry of visa).  

(ii) Please note that distressed Indian
nationals unfortunately remain stranded in
Kuwait till such time one of the above three
options materializes. The Embassy makes con-
sistent efforts in expeditious repatriation of all
stranded Indian workers in Kuwait. However,
due to strict immigration procedure in Kuwait,
the entire process of repatriation remains
time-consuming as the repatriation of Indian
nationals depend on the cooperation from the
sponsors/employers and the local authorities
which can sometimes take 3-6 months (or
even more). 

(iii) Therefore, those seeking refuge in shel-
ter of the Embassy must bear in mind that the
repatriation process takes a long time and that
despite best efforts by the Embassy, there is

no easy or quicker way out. It is not possible to
arrange repatriation without fulfilling the local
immigration procedure/conditions explained
to above. 

Ii. Indian nationals in deportation center,
Kuwait

(i) As per the local laws, expatriates
detained for residency or visa law violations in
Kuwait are deported to their home countries.
Indians, who are not having a valid residen-
cy/visa, are detained by police authorities and
deported to India. They are kept under deten-
tion at various police stations and finally at the
Deportation Center, till the procedures for
their deportation are completed by the local
authorities. The number of such detainees
varies on daily basis as the Indian detainees in
Deportation Center are deported in small
numbers and new deportees are forwarded to
this Center by the police stations almost on a
daily basis. There are presently 28,495 Indian
nationals staying unauthorized in Kuwait (as
per Data as on 15/2/2016 received from

Kuwaiti authorities) due to visa or residency
violations.

(ii) The Embassy, on its part ensures travel
documents are issued early to Indian nationals
facing deportation. In this connection, request
for Emergency Certificate are received from
the police stations/Deportation Centre author-
ities where passports are not available with
the detainees or could not be retrieved from
their Kuwaiti sponsors/employers. The
Embassy officials visit the police stations;
Detention Cell/Deportation Centre etc. to
meet these Indian nationals detained, for
interaction so as to verify nationality status
and for issuing travel documents (Emergency
Certificates) to Indian detainees not having
passports with them to facilitate their repatria-
tion to India. In recent years, the number of
Emergency Certificates issued by the Embassy
is as follows: 2,635 in 2013, 2,789 in 2014,
3,922 in 2015 and 3,127 in 2016 (till June 16).

(ii) In this connection, it must be borne in
mind that the entire process of repatriation

through Deportation Centre takes consider-
able time as it entails finger printing/verifica-
tion and completion of other
formalities/booking of tickets by Deportation
Centre. It is not possible to indicate definite
time-frame by which the deportees would
travel to India and repatriation can only take
place after completion of all formalities with
the Kuwaiti authorities. 

This is to assure once again that on receiving
complaints, the Embassy takes up each and
every case reported for early repatriation by
contacting sponsors/employers and with the
local authorities. To assist distressed Indian
nationals, the Embassy can issue travel docu-
ments (Emergency Certificates) after verification
of credentials and provide even free air-tickets
for their travel to India in deserving cases.
However, the process of repatriation is time-
consuming and it is not possible for the
Embassy to repatriate without the completion
of immigration procedure and fulfillment of
conditions, which may take 3-6 months or more.

Repatriation of distressed Indian nationals from Kuwait
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